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ON THE MODE OF OSCILLATION OF A FOURIER SERIES AND
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By W. H. YOUNG, SCD., F.R.S.
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1. In a recent very interesting paper whose results were communi-
cated to me privately by Mr. G. H. Hardy, the latter has shown that,
by employing a modification of a method indicated in my note in the
Comptes Bendus of December 23rd, 1912, we may complete the results
that I had there enunciated, extending the theorems of Fatou, Jerosch,
Weyl, and others, on usually* convergent series. The modification
consists essentially in the use of Lebesgue's theorem that, if

1 fA
then — \ | <p (t) | dt converges usually to zero as A -* ao, instead of the

A Jo

theorem that J f(t)g(x-\-t)dt usually exists, if f(t) and g(t) are both

summable.
"What is common more particularly to Mr. Hardy's method and my

own is the preliminary determination of the order of infinity of the partial
summations of the series considered almost everywhere, and the application
of an auxiliary series formed by a different process from the given series, t

* The words " usually " and " almost everywhere " are used throughout in the technical
sense, i.e., as denoting " at all points except at a set of content zero."

t In Mr. G. H. Hardy's paper Fourier series and not their allied series are considered.
It will be easy, however, for the reader with the argument of the present communication in
his mind to fill in this omission.

We have, in fact, only to remark that, if

<t>(t)=f(x + t)-f(x-t),

it is still true that — f \<p(t)\ dt converges usually to zero, to see that Mr. Hardy's theorem
*• J o

as to the usual order of infinity of the n-th partial summation of a Fourier series is true for
the allied series. The remainder of the argument required is then precisely analogous to that
used below in §6. The factor l/^(») I2(n) ... {Z,(n)}1+fc changes both the Fourier series
and its allied series into Fourier series, and we may accordingly employ the ordinary artifice
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It has occurred to me that the subject would gain in unity if I employed
the corresponding process to prove theorems I have already obtained in
a different way concerning the convergence everywhere of certain Fourier
series and allied series. Moreover, for some time still to come, it will be
necessary to lay almost as much stress on method as on results in the
Theory of Functions of a Real Variable. It is only iu this way that the
great difficulties of the subject may be expected to be overcome.

For this purpose it is sufficient to use, instead of one of the two
theorems above referred to, either the condition that a function F should
be the integral of a function / of given type of summability or certain
inequalities to which I have already called attention in connexion with the
theory of summable functions in general.*

Not only are we able in this way to re-prove and even extend certain
of my conclusions already referred to, we actually obtain, with compara-
tive ease, additional information of an almost continuously varying
character as to the mode in which the Fourier seres of the various types
of functions and their allied series oscillate, and as to the convergence
factors which will transform such series into series which converge
everywhere.

I do not, of course, assert that the order of infinity obtained is
necessarily anything more than an order which is certainly not exceeded.!
It is always possible that new methods may give us further information.
Moreover, here, as hitherto, I use the term " degree " or " class " of
summability as referring to the extreme case. When I say that the
degree of summability is of a certain kind I mean, for example, to include
all bounded functions, and, more generally, I include all functions of
higher degree or class of summability than that explicitly referred to.

I have used freely the notation due to Landau and employed with
success by various writers, in particular by Messrs. Hardy and Littlewood.
I have also found the advantage of adopting their plan of deducing the
convergence of a series from its convergence (Cl) when a certain simple
and obvious condition is satisfied. It is a great advantage in dealing with

of Messrs. Hardy and Littlewood, and so obtain the required results. It will be remarked,
however, that we cannot employ the factor I/log (n) for the allied series, so that the conver-
gence factor just written down is the most general given by the theory in the case of the allied
series. In fact, if g (x) denote the sum of the sine series whose general coefficient is I/log n,
g(x) is not summable, and we are not able to assert that the factor I/log n changes the allied
series into a Fourier series, so that this part of the reasoning breaks down.

* See "On Classes of Summable Functions and their Fourier Series," 1912, Proc. Roy.
Soc, A, Vol. 87, pp. 225-229.

f It is in this sense that the mark = 0 in the present communication should be inter-
preted.
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Fourier series that they necessarily converge (Cl) when the functions to
which they belong are continuous, or simply discontinuous, and converge
usually (Cl) whatever these functions may be.

In the more refined applications of the theory, the series whose
coefficients belong to what we may call the logarithmic scale, involving
as they do the product of logarithms, play a prominent part. I have
accordingly worked out the order of summability of the sum-functions
of these series in the most general circumstances that can arise.

It is worth remarking that there is a theory of convergence (Cl)
different to that of convergence per se, even when we are concerned with such
convergence factors as belong to the logarithmic scale. This is due to the
fact that, if g be the function associated with a Fourier series belonging to
what may be called the logarithmic scale, it may very well happen that

I fix-\-t)g{t)dt is a continuous function of x without the coefficients of the
Fourier series of g(t) approaching zero sufficiently rapidly to ensure the
proper convergence of the Fourier series of f(x), when these coefficients
are used as convergence factors. This may be compared with the fact that

Lt sn(x)dx = 0,
E—>0, n—><*> J E

when sn is the partial summation of a Fourier series belonging to the
logarithmic scale down to a certain point in the scale, but not apparently
beyond, and the explanation would appear to be an analogous one. Thus,
while it is true that when the Fourier successions belonging to com-
plementary classes are multiplied together we get the coefficients of a
series converging (Cl), it is not, it would appear, true that the mere
fact that one of the two functions corresponds to a Fourier series in the
logarithmic scale is sufficient to ensure the ordinary convergence.

It will also at once be noticed that there is an essential difference
between the theory of Fourier series which converge everywhere here
presented and that of Fourier series which converge almost everywhere,
as far as the latter has yet been developed. Whereas the convergence
factors required to change the Fourier series into one which converges
•everywhere vary continuously as the class to which the function belongs
alters, there is no such distinction when we are content to secure
convergence almost everywhere. It would almost appear as if this
distinction was in the nature of things ; and, if this be so, it is clear
that a guess which has been hazarded that functions whose squares are
summable have Fourier series which converge almost everywhere is an
incorrect one. It is not, however, wholly impossible that the application

2 F 2
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of some new method may lead to further notable increase of our knowledge
of the theory of Fourier series which converge almost everywhere.

2. From the known expressions for the partial summations sn and
<rn of the Fourier series and allied series it is easily shown that, in the
determination of the order of infinity, it will be sufficient in what follows
to consider the following integrals :

Jo

sinn* dt, f(x+t)
Jo t

—coant
dt.

Here c may be taken as small as we please, but it must be a fixed quantity.
By the theorem of Rieman-Lebesgue, for example, when the limits are
fixed, we know that

f <p (i) sin nt dt and j $ (t) cos nt dt

have the unique limit zero, when n -* oo, provided only that 4* (t) is
summable between the limits. Thus to a quantity of order o(l), the
partial summations will be unaffected by the change in the upper limit
in the integrals.

3. Let us now begin with the simplest case, and suppose fix)
bounded. Then

sin nt
dt+o{l)

sin nt
t

dt+o(l) = Ologn, (1)

by a theorem due to Lebesgue, which we may easily prove. In fact,

I sin nt n/n
dt — \Jo

= o\
Jo

sin nt
t

sin t

dt+\
Jr»

dt-\-0 \
Ji

sin nt
t

dt

In precisely similar way it may be seen that

<rn= 0 log n.

4. Let us further suppose that the function fix) is not only bounded r

but possesses, if any, only discontinuities of the first kind. Then there is
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at each point an unique limit f(x-\-o) tor f(x-\-t) as t-*o. Thus,

sin ntsn = 0\ \f(x+t)-f(x+O)\
Jo t

dt+O \f(x+O)
Jo

= of \f(x+t)-f(x+o) I
JO

sin nt ,, . .,.—— dt+o(l).

Now, taking c sufficiently small, we can ensure that the former of the
two factors in the integrand is less than a fixed small quantity, say e,
independent of x. Hence

Thus, the limits of sn/log?i are as small as we please and are therefore
zero. In other words, with Landau's further notation,

St^o log n. (8)

In precisely similar way we prove that

<rn = o log n. (4)

5. Before proceeding farther we may conveniently apply the results
of the preceding article to obtain suitable convergence factors for the
Fourier series and allied series of a bounded function.

Consider first the Fourier series, and let us write for brevity*

f(x) - 2 An,

where Atl = an cos nx-\-bn sin nx.

Then since, as is known, z, -. is a Fourier series, the series
,t=2 logrc

2 .4«/log n is the Fourier series of a continuous function. Denote the
»i=2

n-th partial summation of the latter series by Sn, then

nSn-{S2+S9+... + Sn\ = i rArl\ogr= 2 r(S).-sr-i)l\ogr
r=2 r=2

= 0 2 sr/log r+ On sn/log n = 0 (n). (5)
r=2

Now the Fourier series of a continuous function necessarily converges

* Without loss of generality we may suppose the terms Ao and Ax to be absent.
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uniformly when summed (Cl). Thus, the second term on the left-hand

ride = ON- Hence S ( , j ) = 0 ( l ) .

In other words, we have proved that the Fourier series of any hounded
function oscillates boundedly everywhere, when the convergence factor
I/log n is employed.

From this it also follows that the Fourier series of any hounded
function converges uniformly throughout any interval in the interv-al
of periodicity, when the convergence factor g,J log n is employed, provided
only gn converges monotonely to zero as

6. Next consider the allied series. Then the argument just used will
o 11") 07 "If*

fail to apply, since the series 2 -j is not a Fourier series. If, how-

ever, we introduce a suitable factor ka, such that 2 —r-̂ — converges, the
nlogn "

series 2&)tsinm;/logn will be a Fourier series. Denoting by Bn the
general term (hnoos nx—an, sin nx) of the allied series oif{x), we may now
assert that 2&>lJ3n/log?& is a Fourier series, and is moreover the Fourier
series of a continuous function.

The whole argument employed for the series 2ArJlogn will now apply
mutatis mutandis for the series 1>knBnl log n. But we can, however, go
farther if we make, as we must in any case, a further assumption with
regard to the factor kr. We suppose that

kr kr+\ — o I I ;
\ r /

or, more precisely, we may replace our two hypotheses with regard to kr

by the definite single hypothesis that

kr = 1/I2(r) lB ( r ) . . . *,,_!

We thus get instead of (5), S'n referring to the series 2 kn sin nx/log n,

nS'n— {52+^3+... + 'Sn_iJ- = 0 2 kr<rri'logr+Oknarnllogn = o(n).
r = 2

Now the second term on the left when divided by n gives us the
Cesaro partial summation (index unity) of the Fourier series of a continuous
function, and therefore converges to that function everywhere.

Hence, finally, we see that the convergence factor

l + e
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changes the allied series of the Fourier series of any bounded function
into a convergent series.

7. In the two preceding articles we have taken f(x) to be a perfectly
general bounded function. If we suppose the function to have but
discontinuities of the first kind, we can somewhat extend the results of
§ 5. This follows from the two facts : first, that su = o log n by (3) instead
of 0 log n, and, secondly, that the Fourier series of a continuous function
always converges uniformly when summed (Cl). We thus obtain at once
the result that the Fourier series of a continuous or simply discontinuous
function necessarily converges uniformly, when the convergence factor
1/log ?i is employed.

8. Let us now suppose that/(x) is a function whose (l+p)-th power is
summable. We may then conveniently apply the extension of Schwarz's
inequality to which F. Riesz has called attention. We have

\sn\ = 0 \\ f{x + t)—r— dt
I Jo c

sin nt ,
7 &"t

= eO nVp
!

ne

0

sin t 1 + 1/2) \ 1.(1+1/}))

dt\

where e is a fixed quantity which, by a proper choice of c is as small as
Hence

, . = „(„•*•*). (6)

In precisely the same way, we prove that

<r% = o(nW+ri). (7)

9. Now though both the series S?i"1/(1+3))cosnrc and S?i~1/(1+J)) sin nx are
Fourier series, neither of them is contained in the class complementary to that
to which f{x) belongs, when \f(x) \l+p is summable. The functions of which
they are the Fourier series are of the order #~p/(1+p). Accordingly when
the convergence factor n~1/(1+p) is employed, the series obtained from the
Fourier series oif(x) and its allied series will not in general be the Fourier
series of continuous functions, and therefore the argument used in § 5 will
not apply in its entirety. By using slightly stronger convergence factors,
however, this end will be obtained. Thus it will be obtained by using the
convergence factor n~q, where q > l/(l-|-p). It will equally be obtained
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by using the convergence factor n1/(1+p)(logn)~q, where q>pl(l+p), as
will be seen by considerations to be exposed shortly. In fact the cosine
and sine series which have these convergence factors for coefficients
are the Fourier series of functions whose (l + l/p)-th powers are
summable.

We thus obtain in precisely the same manner as that already explained
the result that the use of convergence factors such as these change the
Fourier series of a function whose (l-\-p)-th power is summable and the
allied series into uniformly convergent Fourier series.

10. Already in the preceding article we have seen the importance of
the consideration of the cosine and sine series whose coefficients belong to
what may be conveniently called the logarithmic scale. In our further
developments such series play a fundamental part. It will be convenient,
therefore, to obtain some information as to the class of functions to which
the sums of such series belong.

In the succeeding articles we shall therefore take 0 (n) to be a function
of the form . , . .,„ , , . . u ,7 . %,,

-I / t i l l L "i J / fo i l L 72 4 / (ft\ {.Un
( l/j \**y r 1 ^2 \"v ) \ P v*'/ f

where qlf g2, ..., qp are ^ 0, and are not all zero. Thus, (j>{ii) is a
monotone increasing function of n and has the property that

(8)

Hence also log0(y)/logy and <f>{y)ly both have the unique limit zero.
It will be seen that a more general form may be given to <j>{n), if desired,
without invalidating the reasoning or the conclusions arrived at.

11. Let us then first write

M N CO

g{x) = 2 8mnx/<f>(n) = 2 Binnx/<f>{n)-\- 2 sin nx/<p(n),
11=71^ )i=no n=N+l

where N denotes the greatest integer in 1/x.
To the second summation on the right we apply Abel's Lemma, which

we are able to do since 1/0 (n) traces out a monotone decreasing sequence
with zero as limit. Bearing in mind that the sum of any finite number
of consecutive terms of the series 2 sin nx is numerically less than a
constant multiplier of 1/x, we see that the second summation is
numerically < B/x<p(N-\~l), where B is a constant.
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In the first summation on the right we replace sin nx by unity. Thus

I < 2 ll(f>(n)+Bxl<t>(N+l)

d±_ B P> dt 1

Let us write ?/ for (1/x), and let x -> 0, and therefore y -> <x> . Then,
as already remarked in § 10, <j>{y)ly has the unique limit zero ; therefore
the second term on the right in the last inequality approaches infinity.
If the first term does not also approach infinity, therefore, it is this second
term which determines the order of infinity of g(x). In the contrary case
we proceed to examine the indeterminate form constituted by the ratio of
the two terms. Now, by (8),

L t -yVJ> = L t vw ' (pKU) ' = L t J 1— y y w
[» _^_ ,/-»«, 1 y-*,,, I 0(2/)

Hence in the neighbourhood of the origin we have in any case
M f / 1 \ I
2 sin nx/<p(n) = 0 - ljxA —) \ . (9)

«=«„ v \X J )

Integrating between the limits x and a, where a > 0, we obtain the relation
00 f* dt
2 cos wz/?i0 (w) = O -T-TTT . (10)

n=n0 Ja t<p(t)

COR.— 2 sin 7irc/log n = 0 j I/a; log — [, (11)
n=3

( 1 )
2 cos w#M log ?i = 0 \ log log — r •

«=3 I

12. Next let us consider
50 iY sin nx x , ~ sin nx 1

g (x) = 2 sin nxnd>(n) = <p(n)

s i n 72«J?
Replacing in the first summation by unity, and, as in the preceding

article changing the summation to an integral, while for the evaluation of
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the second summation we use Abel's Lemma, we get

Hence, as in § 11, 2 amnxln<f>{n) = 0 , —-pr

uw I I

COR.— 2 sin nxjn log n = 0 -i T
n = 3 I i _ _ L

l o g -

2 sisinnxln(logn)'' = 0

[Feb. 18,

(13)

(14)

(15)

13. We might justify the process of differentiation applied to the rela-
tion (13), but it is simpler to consider the series 2 cos nxj<p (n) directly.

Let

Then

g{x) = 2 coa7ixI<f>(n).
n=n0

dxLet us write

Then

2 sin %x .g(x) = 0 2 sin nxjnfa (TO) = = ° \x
~JT\ \ '

\ x I

by (13), since \j<f>x{n) is a monotone decreasing function of n with zero as
limit, and

, W0J(W) Al i t ' . . = U.

Hence 2 cos nxl4>(n) = 0 | -r- —77 (16)
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f 1 )
COR.— 2 cos nx/log n = 0 \ —-. r-r-g [, (17)

0 Y (18)

14. In the cases we have considered the exponent of 1/n is either zero
or unity. Let us now consider the cases where it is fractional.

CO

Consider g(x) — 2 sinnxjn'l<p{n), ... (0 < q < 1).
/I = 71., I

We have, as before,
. ,L £ sin nx 1 . " sin nx

9 X ~~ X „=»„ ri'afl <p(n) n=N+i n'1 <p(n)

Hence, by the reasoning already exposed,

5 sin nxln« <f> (n) = 0 ^JTT- (19)

Similarly, writing g(x) = 2 cosnx/n'1 <p(?i) (0 < q < 1),

we have g(x) = 0

whence since

= Lt

we get 2 cos nxfn'1 <j>{n) = 0 . (20)
« 0 1 — jr \x /
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15. Again I ^ sin nx = Ox f '* <b{t)dt+O \ </> (—) \ .
n=n0 n >o (r \X / )

\ <p(t)dt
Hence since Lt Jw° . , = Lt ^. .™J . . = 1,

«n«=O {#(•!)}. (21)

Similarly, I * «

Hence since Lt J<t° * = Lt - ^ = • .

(22)
n J t

Similarly, I ^ sin no; = Ox*-1 </> (—) (0 < q < 1), (28)

2 ^ 0 0 8 ^ = 0 ^ - ^ ( 4 - ) (0<ff<D, (24)
n=tio « \ X /

\ <p(t)t-qdt
since Lt J n ° , „ . y . = Lt

» a-q)y-q<P(y)+y1~9<P'y~ i-q'

16. We now refer to the classification of summable functions * into
complementary classes. Let f(x) belong to the class of summable
functions complementary to that of those functions u which are such that

is a summable function of x.
Then there is a certain function <j>(z) such that </>\f(x)\ is summable

and which has the property that

uv ^ <f>{u)-\-yp-{v).

hoc. tit. supra.
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Let sn(x) be the sum of the first n terms of the Fourier series of f{x)r

as before. Then

r\ P tc i ±\ sin w£ ,, ~ [ln .. . ^ s in nt ,. . _ fc f(x4-f)
n = O\ f{x+t) —— dt = O\ f{x + t)——dt+O\ J K J"-

JO I Jo t Ji n t
dt

Now

f) «
Lt J-—V—— = - Lt 1

 x ' ' = Lt —fjr= Lfe

TV ?"x \TI X \TJ

€->0

Hence

= OjZ1(^)}1+5l)^(^)l42--- |4(n)["'-. (28)-

17. Now we have seen that

~ d 1d*Mi)r"-Mi)
V \ .1/ / ' V \ JU /

= 0-
1

i+p..

Hence denoting the sum-function by u,

iog« = o {k ( i . )-a+pj4 ( | ) - . . . -

whence {^ (M) }Vi = 0 \ k (—J J .

Similarly, {l2 (u)} ft = 0 \k (-j) } **.
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and so on. Thus u \lx(u)}Pl {k(u))Pi •.. Ik(u)\q>-

is summable, provided qr < pr-

Hence, if fix) is a function belonging to the class complementary to
that which contains the sum-function gix) of the series

where pr > qr, we have

sn=o[ ^dt=

Moreover f(x-\-t) g(t)dt is a continuous function of x ; hence

ZAnHkind]* \k(n)}q>... | W ' iqr<Pr)

converges when summed (01).

18. Similarly the same is true if we increase the powers in the de-
nominator. It is therefore true of S^4n/Xn, where

This latter series will therefore converge in the ordinary manner if

that is, if 2^+^s=o(n),
Aft A7l

and this is true, since qr < pr>

Hence, finally, if

fix) ~ 1>iancos nx-\-bn sin nx),

and fix) belong to the class complementary to that containing the sum-
function of the series

l92--- \lr-M}9'-' {lrin)\9'+%

ancos nx-\-bn si
y

\ h in)}1+f" \ l2 in) ( * . . . ) lr., in)} "^ {lr (n)} ^

converges in the ordinary manner.
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This result is equally true if q1 is zero, or, indeed,

qx = q2, ..., =gy-i = 0.

The corresponding statement for the allied series is, however, not true.

19. To obtain the corresponding results for the allied series we have
first to remark that the sine series

Thus, if u denote the sum of this sine series, we can only assert that

is summable if

Thus, the corresponding statement with regard to the allied series is that
the series

y bn cos nx—an sin nx
\ k (n )} 2 + * ' { k in) V+^...{ Ir-M \ l+".-> {k (n)} 1+'^+e •

converges in the ordinary manner under the same circumstances loith
regard to the function f(x).

20. We now proceed to illustrate a different method by proving certain
theorems which are closely connected in the theorem of § 17.

THEOREM.—2/el/(K)l is summable and f(x) ~ H{an cos nx-\-bn sin nx), ...,

2 (an cos nx + bn, sin ?ix)/(\og n)2, ...,

oscillates finitely everywhere and, in fact, boundedly.

Let F(x) denote the indefinite integral of fix), and suppose, for con-
venience, f(x)^0. Then, since e|/(x)| is summable,

where K is a constant, which, however, may be taken as small as we
please, provided the range of h is suitably restricted. Hence it is easily
seen that

F(x + h)—F(x)\ = Ohlog h + Oh.

Denoting, as usual, by sn the n-th partial summation of the Fourier series
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of/(a), then

sn=0\C {f(x+t)+f(x-t)\ ^~dt
Jo to

r)i/» rc

o Jim

= O\ogn+O [C ^ -
JUn

» x 'dt

= O(log?i)2.

Hence writing, as usual, .4U for a,,.cos?ia; + 6,lsin?ia;, we have

1 (log nf (l 51+1)2) w-r"n=2(logw)2 ,l=2 1 (log nf (log 51+1)2) w-r" (logw)2

= 0 2 (log n)"2sn+(log n ) - 2 ^ n = 0(n).
« = 2

Thus, the series 2-4n(logrc)~2 will oscillate finitely, and even boundedly
in the ordinary way, if it does so in the Cesaro way, index unity.

But this has been proved in § 17 to be the case. For, if

g(x) ~ 2 (log n)~2 cos nx,

we have seen in § 17 that g {x) log \g(x) \ is summable, whence it follows
that <7(z) and/(«) belong to complementary classes of summable functions.
Thus the theorem is proved.

21. In a similar manner we can prove the following theorem :—

THEOREM.—If eel/(x>' is summable, 2 (an cos nx 4- bn sin nx)/log n log logn
oscillates boundedly everywhere.

In this case we have

whence F{x+h)—F{x) = Oh log log ,-.

Just as before we get, mutatis mutandis,

sn = 0 log log n-f 0 t~l log log t~l dt = O log n log log n.
J i n
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Now writing g{x)~ 2 cos7ix/log?i log log??,
3

we have seen in § 17 that g {x) log \g(x)\ {log log g (x)} 1~e is summable; a
fortiori this is the case if we omit e. Thus f(x) and g (x) belong to com-
plementary classes of summable functions, and therefore, by § 17, the
series under discussion converges (Cl).

But

71/ A .
n = Os/log n log log ra-f Onsjlog n log log n = O(n),

w=3 log n log log n

whence, as before, the series under discussion oscillates boundedly, when
summed in the ordinary way, which proves the theorem.

22. It is clear that the argument used is genBralisable. Let us denote
e* by Ex(z), e*z by E%{z), and generally write

Ep(z) = efcV-i<*> ;

then we have the following theorem.

THEOREM.—If Ep{ \f{x)\ \ is summable, the series

2 {an cos nx-\- bn sin ?ix)Jl1 (•») lv(n)

oscillates boundedly everywhere.

23. Finally, we consider the case when the function \f(x) | is slightly
more than summable and show how, in this case, the integrated series of
the Fourier series of f(x) and of its allied series will continue to converge
when their coefficients are multiplied by suitable monotone increasing
constants. It may be remarked that the integrated series of the allied
series will not in general converge, but it will do so, as I have already
pointed out, if f(x) log \f(x) | is summable. We shall suppose, then, that
u <j> | u | is summable, where

We have, as before,

sn = On [nf(x+t)dt+O [" fJ£±*L dt.
JO Jl/n &

Now, in our case,
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where K may be chosen as small as we please, provided h is also suitably
restricted. We thus see that

?{x + h)-F{x)
h

Therefore

n } . fc dt j n \ , f* dt i n ]
5 n — 0 , , s i ~\-0 . n . — 0 1 . , . - f f dt

0J W) = o

Now write

v = h( — ) =2ncoanxl{ll(n)\p>... \lr(n)\p'

(A)

Now, if we reflect on the relation between the exponential function and
the logarithm function, we shall see that we may say that, if a function is
of the order of a logarithm of log (1/x), it is such that the inverse of the
logarithm of the function, that is the exponential function of the function,
is summable if the function be multiplied by a suitable constant. We
have had already occasion to use this fact in the papers on " Summable
Functions and their Fourier Series" and " On a Certain Series of
Fourier." In precisely the same way we see that, when we are concerned
with a product of logarithms, so that the function whose order we are
considering is of the order 0(l/x), then, by a suitable treatment of the
function, say u, it is seen that <j>~l(u) is a summable function of x. Here
we make use of this principle when we assert that 1/x = h~x{v) gives
substantially the function of v which is summable. Also

d i 1 dx 1 f
CvD X CL7) X \

Now suppose that qlt q2, ..., qr are such that the complementary class of
functions u is that for which
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is summable. Then writing, in accordance with the definition of com-
plementary classes of functions,

we ought to have <j>~1 (») = 0 -r- {h~l (v) \,

and therefore

Comparing this with (A), we get

Hence, if u be a function of x, such that

is summable, then u and v are functions belonging to complementary
classes.

Hence, if u<j>{u) is summable, the series

^ — v a " c o s nx + bn sin nx , ru
~ 1

converges (Cl).
It will therefore also converge in the ordinary way, if

= o(n).

Now the order of infinity of this last series is

Thus the theorem is true, viz., if f{x) <p {\f(x)\} is summable, where

the series S^[n^>(;i)/nZ1(?i) converges everywhere in the ordinary way.
2 o 2
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24. Now consider

Then the whole of the preceding argument applies except that it will
now be sufficient to take gx=p1 instead of 1+Pi- Thus, we shall find
that, iff(x)<p{ \f(x) |} is summable,

converges everywhere in the ordinary way.
Accordingly we may say that if u<p{u) is summable its integrated series

continues to converge to an integral when the coefficients are increased in
the ratio <j>{n) '. 1, while the integrated series of the allied series converges
to a function which is at least a continuous function when the coefficients
are increased in the ratio </>{n) : log n.

25. We may slightly extend the result we have arrived at in regard to
the Fourier series of a function whose (l+i?)-th power is summable, and
its allied series. It is, in fact, clear that, instead of the factor n~q, where
q > 1/(1+.p), we may take the factor

provided qr > pl(l+p)

and qx = q2 = ... = qr_x = p/(l -\-p).

In fact, denoting either the cosine or the sine series having this
last-named typical coefficient by g(x), we see that

is summable, whence, by the usual argument the convergence factor in
question certainly changes both the Fourier series and the allied series
into the Fourier series of continuous functions, and the rest of the
reasoning is as before.*

* [Note added Aiigust 9th, 1913. — Readers .may be glad to know that the paper of
Mr. G. H. Hardy referred to in the introductory remarks is that just published in these
Proceedings, pp. 365-373. It may also be well to call attention to the fact that in a paper
presented to the Society in May, and shortly to appear in the Proceedings, I have shown that
Mr. Hardy's extensions of my results may themselves be extended; they are indeed true of
series which, without being necessarily Fourier series, are the derived series of the Fourier
series of functions of bounded variation.]


